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1 Background
As computer and database technologies constantly advance, human beings rely more and
more on computers to accumulate data, process data, and make use of data. Machine
learning, knowledge discovery, and data mining are some of Arti cial Intelligence (AI)
tools that help mankind accomplish those tasks. Researchers and practitioners realize
that in order to use these tools e ectively, an important part is pre-processing in which
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data is processed before it is presented to any learning, discovering, or visualizing algorithm. In many discovery applications (for example, marketing data analysis), a key
operation is to nd subsets of the population that behave enough alike to be worthy of
focused analysis [1]. Although many learning methods attempt to either select/extract or
construct features, both theoretical analyses and experimental studies indicate that many
algorithms scale poorly to domains with large numbers of irrelevant and/or redundant
features [6]. All the evidence suggests the need for additional methods for this purpose.
Feature transformation and subset selection are some frequently used techniques in data
pre-processing.
Feature transformation is a process through which a new set of features is created. The
variants of feature transformation are feature construction and feature extraction. Both
are sometimes called feature discovery. Assuming the original set consists of A1; A2; :::; An
features, these variants can be de ned below.
Feature construction is a process that discovers missing information about the relationships between features and augments the space of features by inferring or creating
additional features [7, 4, 8]. After feature construction, we may have additional m
features An+1; An+2; :::; An+m. For example, a new feature Ak (n < k  n + m) could
be constructed by performing a logical operation on Ai and Aj from the original set.
Another example is: a two-dimensional problem (say, A1=width and A2=length)
may be transformed to a one-dimensional problem (B1=area) after B1 is discovered.
Feature extraction is a process that extracts a set of new features from the original
features through some functional mapping [9]. After feature extraction, we have
B1; B2; :::; Bm (m < n), Bi = Fi(A1; A2; :::; An), and Fi is a mapping function. For
instance, B1 = c1A1 + c2A2 where c1 and c2 are coecients.
Subset selection is di erent from feature transformation in that no new features will
be generated, but only a subset of original features is selected and the feature space
is reduced [5, 3]. As to feature transformation, feature construction often expands the
feature space, whereas feature extraction usually reduces the feature space.
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Feature transformation and subset selection are not two totally independent issues. For
example, feature construction and subset selection can be viewed as two sides of the
representation problem. We can consider features as a representation language. In some
cases where this language contains more features than necessary, subset selection helps
simplify the language; in other cases where this language is not sucient to describe
the problem, feature construction helps enrich the language. It is common that some
constructed features are not useful at all. Subset selection can then remove these useless
features. It is also common to see the combined use of feature extraction and subset
selection. Some articles in this issue skillfully combine various feature transformation and
subset selection methods. How feature transformation and subset selection are targeted
depends on the purpose, i.e. whether it is for concept description or for classi cation. The
former aims at preserving the topological structure of the data whereas the latter aims at
enhancing the predictive power.

2 Objective and Scope
There is broad interest in feature transformation and subset selection among practitioners
from Statistics, Pattern Recognition, Data Mining, and Knowledge Discovery to Machine
Learning since data pre-processing is an essential step in the knowledge discovery process
for real-world applications.
The objective of this special issue is to report on the recent studies in feature transformation and subset selection. The main goal is to increase the awareness of the AI
community to the research of feature transformation and subset selection, currently conducted in isolation. Through this issue, we hope to produce a contemporary overview of
modern solutions, to create synergy among these seemingly di erent branches but with a
similar goal - facilitating data processing and knowledge discovery, and to point to future
research directions.
This special issue covers various aspects of feature transformation and subset selection:


General description of problems with feature transformation and subset selection;
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New methods of feature extraction, construction, and selection;



Applications of feature transformation and subset selection to real-world problems;



Combinations of di erent methods like machine learning, statistics, neural networks,
and genetic algorithms in feature transformation and selection.

3 Current Status of Feature Transformation and Selection
This issue re ects the state-of-art in feature transformation and subset selection in many
aspects. The articles included are quite representative and completed with references. By
reading these articles, readers can get a grasp of what it is about feature transformation
and subset selection. Start from there and following the references included, you will nd
an extensive and active eld about feature transformation and subset selection.

3.1 Combination of Feature Transformation and Subset Selection
Instead of considering each individually, researchers now explore the advantages of both
feature transformation and subset selection. For example, Bloedorn and Michalski investigated feature selection, quantization and construction as operators in their data-driven
constructive induction. The order of applying these operators can be either speci ed by a
user or prede ned. It is still premature to draw general conclusions about the best ordering. Lavrac et. al. rst expanded the initial features and then pruned the irrelevant ones,
both operations are performed systematically in an inductive logic programming setting.
Vafaie and De Jong applied genetic algorithms to both feature selection and construction.
The two operators are used in turn to search for adequate but necessary features through
appropriate selection and construction. Zupan et. al. suggested to use function decomposition to identify appropriate and redundant subsets of existing features, eliminated these
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redundant features and discover a hierarchy of new features that can be added into the
existing feature set.

3.2 Real-world applications
Zupan et. al. applied feature transformation to allocating housing loans. Their feature
transformation program HINT discovered feature structures meaningful to a domain expert. Vafaie and De Jong described in detail their experiments of feature transformation
with the face data from the FERET database. The number of features and error rates
are signi cantly reduced. Bloedorn and Michalski showed positive e ects of feature selection, discretization and construction to two real-world problems: text categorization and
natural scene interpretation. Pudil and Novovicova applied their method to texture discrimination problem and speech recognition problem and showed that the method works
very e ectively even without knowledge of underlying probability structure.

3.3 Using knowledge
Although the majority of the papers have a data-driven avor, several systems do bear in
mind that (a) di erent problems render various approaches necessary, (b) domain knowledge helps e ective search of appropriate features. This type of consideration can be
clearly seen in Pudil and Novovicova's work. In addition, Bloedorn and Michalski allow
a user to de ne the order how the three operators should be applied. Yang and Honavar
pointed out that their multi-criteria tness function can be improved by using domain
knowledge.

3.4 Complimentary coverage
Six selected papers touch upon various technologies for feature transformation and subset
selection, which includes pattern recognition, statistics, machine learning, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. A good example of complimentary coverage is the two
papers using genetic algorithm. In Vafaie and De Jong's work, they explain in detail how
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feature construction and selection are done in a genetic algorithm; in order to speed up
the calculation of the tness function, they used C4.5's accuracy as the measure, which
renders the selected and constructed features improper for non-linear classi ers to use, e.g.
neural network. Yang and Honavar suggest, in a complimentary way, to use a relatively
fast inter-pattern distance-based neural network learning algorithm in the tness function.
They also discussed the issue of multi-criteria optimization which often occurs in practice
where both accuracy and cost of classi cation should be considered. Feature transformation includes principal component analysis, linear discrimination, Fourier transformation,
etc. that have been well studied in traditional engineering. Zupan et. al., however,
approaches to feature transformation from another angle, via function decomposition.

4 What is lacking and future work
Several papers have made initial attempts to combine di erent learning algorithms or
statistics work and to combine feature construction and selection. More work is needed
in unifying this currently diversi ed eld.

4.1 Data categorization


We need to go beyond the UC Irvine datasets for applications in knowledge discovery from databases. The data we usually use are boolean, nominal, numeric, or
relational. Another type of data found in applications is temporal (time sequence
prediction, e.g.). In general, numeric data has dimensions (e.g., time, mass, pressure) and scales (e.g., nominal, ratio, interval). Knowing this helps deepen the understanding of the underlying phenomena and exclude irrational combination when
to construct new features.



We need to investigate relations between di erent data types so that existing technologies for one type of data can be applied to another. Doing so, we equivalently
make more methods available in handling various applications.
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We need to study the links between various technologies and data types as experimented in Pudil and Novovicova's work. This is essential since the choices of
methods will only become more and more as technologies advance.

4.2 Perspectives from other disciplines
Feature transformation and selection is not an issue only particular to machine learning.
Other elds do have a similar problem which may not be phrased as such. For example,
pattern recognition in statistics has a long history. The emphases there were more on the
numeric data. Switching circuit design in electrical engineering implicitly addresses the
feature transformation. One of the motivations of organizing this issue is to create the
synergy between di erent approaches and cross-paradigm connections. This e ect can be
clearly seen in this issue. Several papers have made initial attempts to combine di erent
learning algorithms or statistics work and to combine feature construction and selection.
Can we do more? By examining the approaches from other elds to the same or similar problem and characterizing individual approaches, we can incorporate those into the
current repertoire and make feature transformation and selection techniques more general
to use and as such we advocate application of machine learning. What is also important
is to avoid re-inventing wheels and to take advantages of the available technologies. The
latter is particularly important when we solve real world problems.
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